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Introduction
Catfight Gangbang is a rare combination of exclusive and non-exclusive catfight content that features a
variety of lesbian scenes where the ladies struggle for power and for pussy! These women are more
brutal on each other than any man would ever be as they violate all holes and attack timid starlets with
wave after wave of sexual aggression. The orgasms are intense!

Adult Review
Catfight Gangbang is a brand new site from the twisted minds over at MeatMembers. If you take a look at the huge list of
Included Sites shown on the right side of this review, you can get a good idea of the kind of depravity this studio is best
known for.... and this site is another excellent addition.
  
  The site launched with 22 scenes in formats as high as 512x288 resolution. Each scene features a pack of disgruntled dykes
in a variety of scenarios taking their frustrations out on they poor bitch of a target. Catfight Gangbang storylines feature
everything from a hot-shot point guard of the girls basketball team getting her own holes dunked on - straight up to a bizarre
spin-off of the famous hooligans from A Clockwork Orange with a distinctly lesbian bent!
  
  In each clip there is plenty of screaming, spitting and humiliation... but if TheTongue had to pick a favorite it would have to
be Audrey Hollander teaching her cheerleading squad a lesson about the proper use of her Spirit Stick!
  
  All scenes include picture sets but the resolution on them is too low to be of much use. In fact, the overall image quality on
some of the videos is not what you might hope for either... but the content still makes the site one to consider. A slightly
pixelated video of six female lifeguards violating their newest recruit is still better than perfectly clear video of some boring
whore getting fucked by a half-hard male performer.
  
  Please be aware that when you signup that on the join page there are 'pre-checked' boxes which add other sites to your order.
If you want to include these other sites you may leave them checked, but be aware that they renew automatically and can cost
a significant amount of money per month unless you uncheck the boxes when you join.
  
  If this site were on its own the price might be a bit high but when you include the dozens of other high quality sites in rare
niches of adult perversion, Catfight Gangbang becomes one of the best bargains going. Take a look at the tour and be sure to
look over the other included sites... many of which are also reviewed here on The Tongue. Then turn up your sound, put on
your headphones and listen to these nasty vixens go at it!

Porn Summary
Catfight Gangbang content is expensive to produce and hard to find. Having it included in your MeatMembers monthly
membership is one more great reason to give their subscription a shot. Some of these scenes are truly intense!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Some scenes are fantastic others are weaker. Overall it's worth downloading!'
Quality: 80  Updates: 83 Exclusive: 84 Interface: 90
Support: 90 Unique: 91    Taste: 89        Final: 85
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Banzai Sluts (71) ,Pervert Paradise (Preview) 

Porn Niches
BDSM, Bondage, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish, Lesbian, SexToys, Spitting

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 22
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